Koffler Manufacturing Presentation and Tour

Come join members of the IEEE-Power Engineering Society and the Association for Facilities Engineers for a tour and presentation at Koffler Electrical and Mechanical Repair. **Mark your calendar for Thursday April 3 from 6:00 – 8:00pm.**

6:00 pm – Dinner served  
6:30 pm – 7:00pm Presentation  
7:00 – 8:00 tour

The tour will include a demonstration of a new Motor Test Panel that goes from 0-13,200 volts. Charles Koffler, President of Koffler Electrical will give a 30-minute presentation on Electrical Motor Connections after dinner is served.

Koffler Electrical is the largest electrical mechanical apparatus repair facility on the West Coast. Koffler Electrical whose unique combination of experience, expertise and wide-ranging technical resources enable it to serve the industry's most diverse range of customers. They include the US Navy, refineries such as Chevron, Exxon and Shell; steel companies like USS Posco Steel Company; and utilities such as PG&E.

They have been in business for over 30 years, their 80,000 square foot shop in San Leandro features the latest in testing, machining and hoisting equipment including a super-size 50 foot bed and 10 foot swing lathe; complete facilities for load testing, thermo graphic surveys, circuit breaker testing and laser alignment; dynamometer testing from fractional to 3,000 HP; and more.

This is a great opportunity to hear a valuable technical presentation and to expand your networking with the AFEs and IEEE PES Chapter of Oakland East Bay. **Reservations** are requested in advance. Please contact Carole Pharr at Salas O'Brien Engineers at 408-282-1500 x213 or carole.pharr@salasobrien.com. Fees for this outstanding event are **$10 for members** of IEEE and/or AFE and **$15 for guest(s)**. Look forward to seeing you there.

Koffler Manufacturing is located at  
527 Whitney Street  
San Leandro, CA